Suppose / is a continuous mapping with finite Lebesgue area from a polyhedral region XaRk into R", l^k^n. Let /=/ ° m be the monotone-light factorization of/with middle space M.
T(gM) = lim f (g o m)ffi ¿-*oo -1X
whenever <f> is an infinitely differentiable ¿-form in R" and g is a continuous real valued function on M which vanishes on m(Bdry X).
The total variation measure of T, taken with respect to mass, coincides with the Geöcze area measure over M.
1. Suppose/is a continuous mapping with finite Lebesgue area from a polyhedral region XcRk into Rn, 2=^k'=n. Let f=l° m denote the monotone-light factorization off with middle space M.
Suppose p:Rn^-Rk is an orthogonal projection. Let p of==¡om denote the monotone-light factorization of p of with middle space M and let h be the monotone map such that the diagram commutes.
Let CJ,=Mn{z:diam/z~1(zz(z))>0}, where diameter is taken with respect to the usual metric in M. It was shown in [Nl, 2.1] that, if either zc=2 or the k+l dimensional Hausdorff measure of f'X) is zero, 
Theorem.
If the k dimensional Lebesgue measure of px ° l(Cvi) is zero for each X e A(k, zz), then:
(1) A current valued measure T can be associated with f by means of the Cesari-Weierstrass integral.
(2) If{fi) is any sequence of quasi-linear mappings f: X-+Rn converging uniformly to f with bounded areas, then T(g)(<f>) = lim f ig °m)f?<p ¿->oo JX whenever g e C0(M) and <j> e Ek(Rn).
(3) 77ze total variation measure \\T\\ of T, taken with respect to mass, coincides with the Geöcze area measure over M.
The notation is that of [Fl] and [G] .
In case either zc=2 or the zc+1 dimensional Hausdorff measure of f(X) is zero, the conclusions of the Theorem above can be obtained using the results of [Fl] and [G] . It is the purpose of this note to show that the given weaker hypothesis suffices; in particular that one can avoid the use of [G, Theorem 5] .
Conclusion (2) of the Theorem should be compared with [Fl, 3.10] . Note that /|.Y\m-1(»z(Bdry X)) need not be proper 2. The case k = zz. Suppose / is a continuous mapping with finite Lebesgue area from a polyhedral region X^Rk into Rk, 2=k. By [G, Theorems 1 and 2] applied with zc=zz, the current valued measure T associated with / by means of the Cesari-Weierstrass integral exists and the total variation measure \\T\\ of T coincides with the Geöcze area measure over M.
The arguments of [Fl, 3.4 and 3.6] show that there exists a unique current valued measure S over M\zn(Bdry X) such that, for every sequence {f} of quasi-linear maps/¡ : X->-Rk converging uniformly to/with bounded areas, we have S(g)(<f>) = lim f (g o m)ff<p ¿-►co Jx for g e C0(M) and <p e Ek(Rk).
Since the Lebesgue area of/ and the Geöcze area of/ are equal when k=n, there exists a sequence {f} of quasi-linear maps converging uniformly to/with areas converging to the Geöcze area off. Application of [G, Theorem 4 ] to this case shows that T(g)(<f>) = Um f (g o m)fU ¿-»oo Jx for g e C0(M) and <j> e Ek(Rk).
[August 3. Proof of the Theorem. Suppose {f} is any sequence of quasi-linear maps converging uniformly to/with bounded areas. As in [Fl, 3.4] there is a subsequence, which we continue to denote by {/¿}, such that S(g)(cf>) = lim Í (g o m)fU ¿-•oo Jx exists whenever g e C(M) and cf> e Ek(R"). The current valued mapping S so defined possesses a unique extension, which we continue to denote by S, to the class of all bounded Borel measurable functions on M such that Lebesgue's bounded convergence theorem holds. With obvious modifications, the argument of [Fl, 3.4] shows that S(B) is a rectifiable current whenever B is a Borel subset of Af\w(Bdry X).
From [Nl] we see that the infimum of the numbers ô(P), taken over all finite collections P of nonoverlapping simple polyhedral regions tt<=-X, is zero and hence we can define [G, Theorem 1] a current valued function F on C(M) by letting
T(g)(<f>) = lim 2 h \g o m(x)<Kf(x)) • u(f, ir) dx
whenever g e C(M) and <f> e Ek(Rn). We denote by F also the unique extension of this current valued mapping to the class of all bounded Borel measurable functions on M such that Lebesgue's bounded convergence theorem holds. Let u e E°(Rn) be such that w(x)=l for x e Rn and, for X e A(k, ri), consider the signed Borel measures defined over M by letting
SX(B) = S(B) A ex(u) and TX(B) = T(B) A ex(u)
whenever B is a Borel subset of M.
In order to prove statement (2) it suffices to show that SX(B)-=TX(B) whenever B is a Borel subset of M\w(Bdry X).
For fixed X e A(k, ri) let lx ° mx denote the monotone-light factorization offx=px o/with middle space Mx and let h be the monotone map such that the following diagram commutes:
From the case zc=zz, previously considered, we have S}'(y ° h) = Tx(y> o h) whenever y> e C0(MX). By Lebesgue's bounded convergence theorem the above equality holds for any bounded Borel measurable function %p on Mx that vanishes on m¿(Bdry X). In particular S\h~\B)) = T\h~\Bj) whenever B is a Borel subset of Mx\mx{$dry X).
For any Borel set A<=-Af\[Cj,¿Uzw(Bdry X)\, we have h(A) c M;.\zzzA(Bdry X) and h^QtiA)) = A.
Hence S\A) = T\A).
We will complete the proof of statement (2) by showing that TxiB) and S\B) both vanish for any Borel set £<= C";i\m(Bdry X). For r¡>0 let C=MC\{z:diam hriihiz))'=r¡). Then each C is closed andC^=iJ,>oC".
Suppose ?7>0 and P is a finite collection of nonoverlapping simple polyhedral regions 7t<= X with óiP)<r¡. Then, for each tt e P, we have mAjr) n zz(C) c m^Bdry tt). 4. Example. We consider here an example from [Nl, 2.2 ] to show that, in case 2<¿<«, the hypothesis of the Theorem may be satisfied even though the ¿+1 dimensional measure off (X) is positive.
Let X0 denote the unit square in R2 and let / denote a continuous mapping with finite area from X0 into R3 such thatf(X0) has positive 3 dimensional measure. If p:R3->-R2 is any orthogonal projection and / is the light factor off, then the 2 dimensional measure of p o ¡(CP) is zero.
Let X=X0 x / where / is the unit interval and let/denote the continuous mapping with finite Lebesgue area from X into Ri defined by letting f(x) = (/(*i, x2), *s) for x = (x1; x2, x3) e X.
The 4 dimensional measure off(X) is positive. \fp : R*^>-R3 is an orthogonal projection such that p(eA = 0 and / is the light factor of f, then the 3 dimensional measure of p ° l(Cp) is equal to that of f(X0) and hence is positive. If, however,p(eA5^0, then it is readily seen that the 3 dimensional measure of p ° /(C") is zero.
